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Reagan debate

By Diana ben-Aaron ,
President Ronald W. Reagan
and former vice president Walter
F. Mondale argued over foreign
policy and national defense Sunday in the third and last debate
of the 1984 presidential cam-

I

paign.

The impact of Reagan's proposed space-defense system on
the threat of nuclear holocaust
became the focal point to the debate.
"I4would like to see [the elimination of nuclear weapons], and
in the meantime, we have to be
strong enough to make certain
that the Soviet Union never
tempts us," Mondale said.
"No one knows whether Armageddon. . .is 1000 years away or
the day after tomorrow," Reagan
commented.
He said he would share the
Star Wars technology of missile
defense with the Soviet Union if
such a defense were developed. "I
think [incentive for mutual disarmnament] would be the greatest
use of a defensive weapon," Reagant explained.
Mondale, in turn, criticized
strategic defense plans, noting
that such a project would cost a
trillion dollars.
The Soviets would build similar system, and the decision to
start war would belong to computers, rather than the president.
"fIt might be an oil fire, it might
be a jet exhaust, the computer

might decide it's a missile and off
we'd go," Mondale said.
In his closing remarks, Mondale emphasized the need to
avoid nuclear confrontation.

"Since we debated two weeks
ago, the United States and the
Soviet Union have built 100 more
warheads, enough to kill millions
of Americans and millions of Soviet citizens," he observed. "This
doesn't strengthen us. This weakens the chances of civilization to
survive."
Reagan used the analogy of a
time capsule to explain his hopes
for the future in his closing statement: "[Future generations] will
know all about our problems,
they would know how we solved
them, and whether our solution
was beneficial to them down
through the years and whether it
hurt them . ..What they will say
about us a hundred years from
now will depend on how we keep
our rendezvous with destiny."
State Representative Susan D.
Schur and Kennedy School of
Government professor William
D. Kristol spoke before and after
the debate screening sponsored
by the Undergraduate Association. Schur spoke on behalf of
Monldale, and Kristol spoke on
behalf of Reagan.
Foreign interventionists should
vote for Reagan, while those who
favor more domestic intervention
should support Mondale, Kristol
said.
"We have a chance of buying a
president like we buy toothpaste
- or like we buy Teflon-coated
pots and pans - or we have a
chance to defy 1984 and all that
it stands for," Schur said in her
pre-debate remarks.
"Just because some folks are
well off is no excuse for selfishly
guarding... opportunity," she
added.
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Impact ol debate unclear
-

By Andrew Beiti
Sunday night's presidential debate on foreign policy was a last
chance for Walter Mondale to
improve his meager but increased
standing in the polls. For President Ronald Reagan, it was a
necessary chore which could at
best make up ground lost in the
first debate, and at worst embarrass him.
Mondale came out flying. He
turned around his first question,
about Central America, to blast
Reagan for his factual mistakes,
particularly his 1982 remark that
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Hart characterized the Reagan
campaign as based upon "cynicism and selfishness." Reagan's
re-election plans are based upon
"a few dollars in our pocket-

books from an unfair tax cut."
Harvard Law School students
Mary Lynch and Maurice Kayne,
Jr. claimed that the nation's economic recovery came at the expense of fairness - minorities
and the poor were "locked out of
Reagan's land of prosperity."
Lynch accused the president of
trying to "slam doors shut" and
resurrect the barriers that pre-
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Senator Gary Hart campaigns for Walter Mondale and Senate candidate John Kerry last Sunday at Harvard University.

Kristol and State Representative Susan

D. Schur respond to questions from students In 10-250 before the presidential debate
Sunday night.

ak at a
Hrt and oerry
D oeto I&raltic: rally at Harvard
By Harold A. Stern
Senator Gary Hart came to
Massachusetts Sunday to campaign for Walter Mondale and
Senate candidate John Kerry at
Harvard University. This was his
first appearance in the state since
his primary victory over Mondale
last March.
One thousand people came to
hear Hart, Kerry, and three other
speakers attack the Reagan administration and Kerry's Republican opponent, Ray Shamie. The
rally's theme was the administration 's "'unfairness ."

William

vious Democratic administrations
had broken down, especially in
educational opportunity. She
claimed that Reagan had even
tried to cancel the Guaranteed
Student Loan program.
Hart also wasted little time before blasting the Reagan campaign: the Reagan camp is "gambling that people care more
about their self-interest than the
welfare of the nation and its future."
The Republicans are "exchanging an apparent election-year recovery in place of a thirty-year
fight for equality. . . peace and
justice in Central America, the
Middle East, and the rest of the
world," he said.
Hart appealed to the the young
people in the crowd, voters who
helped him challenge Mondale
last spring. He accused Reagan
of "mortgaging America's future.. .Your generation will have to
pay for the arms buildup."
The voters must choose between "the country's future and
its past, a past Ronald Reagan is
trying to resurrect, and probably
never even existed," Hart said.
In sharp contrast, he said the
Democratic party "believes sornething fundamentally different;
that American citizens are idealists, and the people believe in the
national interest, not self-interest."
Although Htart readily attacked
Reagan, he seemed hesitant to
come out and support Walter
Mondale; he was much more

submarine-launched missiles are
recallable.
This sparked a give-and-take as
Reagan insisted he had "never,
ever conceived of such a thing,"
while Mondale said he would
prove it was said. Reagan maintained he was actually referring
to the recall of submarines before
their bombs are released.
Mondale harped on his perception of Reagan's lack in leadership skill and wisdom. He frequently commented that Reagan
had trouble handling certain issues, even though "a president
should know such things.'; The
challenger's grins often distracted
the president.
Reagan, in turn, was on target
with some laugh lines. When
asked about the age issue, he
stated: "'I am not going to exploit
for political purposes my opponent's youth and inexperience."
Laughter erupted through the
crowd, the longest response of
the evening.
Mondale's support of the nuclear freeze failed to stand up to
questioning. He assured that
America would be kept strong
and that no freeze could occur
without mutual verification. But
he could not properly explain
how verification would take
place.
Reagan restated his goal of a

Star Wars type defensive system
which would make nuclear weapons obsolete. This could lead to
pacts for mutual destruction of
all such missiles with the Soviets.
He then proposed sharing the
technology of the defensive system with the Soviets to avoid
cheating by either side.
Mondale sharply disagreed
with sharing the technology. He
failed to differentiate between the
defensive proposal and an offensive, space-based weapon. He
labeled the proposed system a
"dangerous escalation."
The debate would have been a
stalemate, since both candidates
made their cases,-although they
each made some factual errors.
But mishaps in Reagan's closing
remarks hurt the president.
Viewers searching for any error
by the favored incumbent found
one when Reagan questioned a
"return to the policies of weakness of the last four years." The
ambiguous reference to the Carter-Mondaie administration went
over poorly.
Similarly, Reagan's failure to
finish within the required time
limit prompted the smirking
moderator Edwin Newman to interrupt his closing remarks. This
cast a pall for Republicans over
the debate's conclusion, and left
its outcome in doubt.

M1 IT committees fill 23
positions for students
By Craig Jungwirth
Faculty chairmen have appoirnted 23 students to Institute committees based upon recommendations of the Undergraduate
Association's Nominations Committee, according to NornComm
Chairman Robin Barker '85.
"Applicants were ranked on a
preferential basis according to
the biographical information they
submitted to NomnComm," Barker explained. "These rankings
were then submitted to the chairmen of the committees for their
consideration."
NomCornm nominated students for only 23 positions, despite 39 position vacancies. Barker said these vacancies came from
a lack of student response to
NomComm. advertising.

"It is unfortunate that more
freshmen and sophomores do not
seek open positions on committees," Barker said. "The decisions that committees on campus
will definitely affect
make ...
those students' lives," she said.
Many committees were "oversubscribed in the application process," Barker said. The Commit(Please turn to page 6)
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Hackers decorated the Transparent Horizons sculpture by East Campus Saturday
night, climbing over 15 feet to place a desk, a door and a road-construction blinker
atop the "artwork."
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OPEC ministers call emergency meeting - Seven of the thirteen ministers of the Organization of
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Petroleum Exporting Countries gathered yesterday in Geneva, -Switzerlandto prepare for an emergency
meeting of the group set to begin next Monday. The emergen cy session was called by Saudi Arabia to
prevent an all-out price war, which many fear may follow recent cuts in oil prices by non-OPEC members
Britain and Norway and OPEC member Nigeria. Some oil-producing countries not in the cartel have been
invited to participate in-the talks. Industry analysts expect consumers will soon see a drop of eight cents
per gallon for home heating oil and five cents per gallon for gasoline because of the reduction in prices for
crude oil.
CIA plane crashes in-El Salvador -Four US citizens, all civilian employees of the Central Intelligence Agency, died when their plane crashed Friday into the side of a volcano five miles west of San
Salvador, the capital of El Salvador. The US government originally placed the crash site about 20 miles
northeast of where the wreckage was eventually found. The small, twin-engine plane was believed to have
been on a reconnaissance mission when it apparently strayed off course during a tropical rainstorm. The
plane may have been tracking another plane, piloted by anti-government forces, in hopes of locating rebel
airstrips in the area. US intelligence personnel denied the plane was shot down, as claimed by the rebels.
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ing the evacuationoaf most American embassy personnel,from the compound over the weekend. About 25
of the current complement of 50 embassy staffers remain in Beirut; all dependents of employees have left.Actual numbers and movemen't of'people in and out of the compound is classified by theUS government
for "security reasons." The fear that another terrorist'attack on the US embassy will occur prior to the
presidential election precipitated the evacuation. Fourteen people, including two Americans were killed in a
"suicide bombing" of the embassy in September.
Trusffaut: fade to black -Film director FrancQis Truffaut, a leader of the "New Waves' movement of
the French cinema, died Sunday of cancer. He was 52. Truffaut won the Academy Award for Best Foreign
Language Movie in 1973 for "D:ay for Night," and a Cannes Film Festival Prize in 1959 for his first fulllength feature, "The 400 Blows." Other films he directed included "Jules and Jim," "Small Change," and
"The Story of Adele H." Truffaut was also an actor, perhaps most familiar to American audiences as the
French archaeologist in "Close Encounters of the Third Kind."

N~atkonm
Reagan will fire authors of CIA manual -President Ronald Reagan will fire any Central Intelligence
Agency official responsible for the handbook which advises anti-communist Nicaraguan rebels to assassinate Sandinista leaders, national security adviser Robert C. McFarlane said Sunday. It is not known whether CIA director William J. Casey knew anything about the content or distribution of the manual, which
may have been produced by a low-ranlking CIA operative acting without agency approval. The 90-page
manual, which House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill said Thursday violates the law prohibiting the use
of government funds for covert activities in Nicaragua, proposes that "selective use of violence" be used to
"neutralize'> Sandinista officials.
Repeat drunken drivers cause many fatal crashes -The National Transportation Safety Board,
in a recent report, said 42,000 ipeople were killed in car accidents in the United States last year, and that 65
percent of those deaths were alcohol related. About 30 percent of the fatal crashes caused by drunken
drivers were committed by repeat offenders, many of whom had lengthy records for the offense. James E.
Burnett Jr., chairman of the safety board, noted that 74 alcohol-related automobile deaths: occur every day.

Loc~al
Massachusetts death penalty law dealt death knell -The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
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Are you tired of all those great ideas, witty
comments and profound sayings falling on deaf
ears?

Are you troubled by the

stereotype of MIT students
QLas poor communicators?

US embassy partially evacuated -Only a skeleton staff remains at the US embassy in Beirut follow-
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ruled 4-3 Thursday that the state's death penalty law is unconstitutional. The law, signed by former governor Edward J. King in 1982, mandated a maximum penalty of life imprisonment if a defendant in a
murder trial plead guilty; capital punishment-could have been imposed only after a Jury trial. The justices
opined that defendants might be encouraged to plead guilty to avoid the possibility of-execution, a situation which would run counter to the legal principles, guaranteeing the-rights to imparti al jury trials and
against self-incrimination embodied in the state's constitution. Sinlce, this ruling, was, made in state court
and affected solely state law, no appeal to any federal court is allowable. Sponsors of the death penalty law
plan to file a new capital punishment bill in the state legislature, but governor Michael J. Dukakis is
expected to veto any attempts to reimpose capital punishmnent in Massachusetts..
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Are you low Oil cash?4
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If you answered yes to any of the above, then
the MIT Speech and Debate Society offers a
solution:

Enter the NM.I.T.
Fall Speech (Contest!!
$100
$50
$20

for lst speaker
for 2nd speaker
for

The contest will be held on November 25th. Entries must be received prior to the 18th. For further info. call:
Nick Panayotopoulos
5-6352
Lisa Bell
5-8922
Merryl Gross
5-6354
Christine Fordham
5-8630
(or) sign up at the Writing Center bldg. 14E-310
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ONCE A YEAR -ONE

DAY ONLY

Thursday, October 25 9:20 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Cop sentenced in cocaine rap-Henry F.- Werner, a former Massachusetts state trooper, was sen.
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tenced Friday to 6 to 10 years in Wal ole State Prison for stealing cocaine worth $1200 from the evidence
room of the State Police Barracks in Middleborough. He was not charged with stealing an additional
$50,000 worth of cocaine which disappeared-from the barracks at the same time. Werner is the third
policeman to be jailed in Massachusetts on- drug charges within. the past three years.
Shamie "unaware" of Birch views - Republican US Senate candidate Raymond Shamie, speaking
yesterday before a Jewish group gathered at Temple Israel in Sharon, said "'I don't know whether the John
Birch organization is anti-Semitic or not. It was never anything that came to my attention." A woman in
the crowd rejoindered, "You have a responsibility to kno'w what the John Birch Society is all abo'ut. I don't.
think you can say you didn't know anything about it.'* Shamie's involvement with the ultra-right wing
group has become an issue in his campaign against the-Democratic nominee John F. Kerry.

Sportsd
"I'm not a mnarathon runner" -Even so, Cpl. Steven Jones of the Royal Air Force won the America's
Marathon-Chicago Sunday in a world record 2:08:05, breaking the previous record set by Alberto Salazar
in the 1981 New York City Marathon by eight seconds. The 29 year old native of Barry, -Wales, who said
his specialty is the 10-kilometer race, won $35,000 for winning in only his second attempt at running the 26
mile, 385 yard race. Race officials said he may- receive an additional $50,000 bonus for setting the new
world record, an an additional $10,000 for establishing a new course record. Jones dropped out at the 19mile point during his first marathon try last year.
BC takes a tumble -The fourth-ranked Boston College Eagles, ahead 20-6 at halftime, lost their first
game of the season Saturday to the 20th-ranked West Virginia Mountaineers, 21-20. This was the third
consecutive year the Eagles went into their game with West Virginia with a spotless record, only-to lose the
contest. The Eagles are now 4-1; the Mountaineers upped their record to 6-1. BC quarterback Doug Flutie,
cosdee

a ston

caddt

for.__
the Heia

trophy went 21-onf-42 for 299 yards, and

one touchdown in

the losing effort.
Miami breaks Foxboro jinx -At the midway point of the National Football League regular season,
the Miami Dolphins remain the only unbeaten team after a 44-24 drubbing Sunday of the New England
Patriots. The win was only the Dolphins second on the Patriots' home turf in the past nine years. Miami
quarterback Dan Marino threw four touchdown passes in the game; his total of 24 so far this season broke
the previous Dolphins team record of 22 set by Bob Griese in 1977, and he is well within reach of the NFL
record of 36 scoring tosses set by George Blanda in 1961 and Y.A. Tittle in 1963. Miami is now 8-:0 on the
season; New England stands at 5-3.
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Graphics
HARVARD COOP
HARVARD SQUARE
The Coop announcers a tradition of exceptional
graphics at exceptional savings. Artists this year include:
McKnight, Asoma,. Folon, Bearden, Dali, Colder, Erte,
Nagel, Uzilevsky, Davis, Hirschfeld, Galambos, Kozo,
Friedlander, Federsohn, Altman, more. Also, introducing
the last suite of Ansel Adams' deluxe edition Yosemite
series. You are cordially invited to attend this annual
event.

Prices: $20 - $2,500

W~eather
We've seen better- Today and Wednesday will be mostly cloudy and cool with occasional periods of
rain. Today's high temperature might reach 65, with tonight's low near 50 and Wednesday's high about 58.
Scattered showers will be the rule for the next several days.
Drew Blakeman
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NIITpolicy on gay
r g trs is tolerant

e

s

First in a three-part series
sex in a private place. The main
Although MIT has come a
reason that the laws are not more
long way in the last two decades
liberal is that legislators who
toward the eradication of diswish to pursue careers in politics
crimination and prejudice directhave no desire to "taint" their imed at lesbians and gays, two sigage with lesbian and gay rights
nificant forms of discrimination
activism, a -stance that may poremain. To some extent, lesbians
tentially evoke a negative reand gays at MIT still face both; sponse from their colleagues and
institutional and informal disfrom the electorate.
crlmlnatson.
~~~On the federal level, Congress
Institutional discrimination is
each year scuttles lesbian and gay
discrimination perpetrated by the
rights bills into committees where
regulations of an institution. For they never resurface. The nationlesbians and gays at MIT, this inwide outlook for legislation procludes local, state, federal laws,
hibiting discrimination against
and of course, Institute regulalesbians and gays is not promistions, that either promote dising for the near future.
crimination or ignore existingdiscrimination directed at the lesAt MIT though, lesbians and
bians and gays in the MIT comgays in general find a particularly
munity.
~~~~tolerant atmosphere for a priOn the local level, the Camn- marily heterosexual institution.
X
In 1981, after more than a decbridge City Council will consider ade of organizing, the MIT ada reoluion
hisyearbaning ministration added sexual oriendiscrimination against lesbians
tation to the list of characteristics
and gays in the areas of housing,
o
hc
nttt
euain
employment, and social service poii
iciiain
h
I
distribution. The homne-rule regu- poiyapas*ahya
n
laion ofteCmonelho
among other places, the Institute
Mvassachusetts may make this resBultntred
olution unenforceable should it Bultn tra4
pass.
"The Massachusetts Institute
The Massachusetts legislature
of Technology admits students of
has for almost a decade consid_
any race, color, sex, religion, or
ered legislation banning discriminational or ethnic origin to all
nation against lesbians and gays.
rights, privileges, programs, and
In the last legislative session, the
activities generally accorded or
Massachusetts House of Repremade available to students at the
sentatives resolved to prohibit
institute. It does not discriminate
such discrimination for the first against individuals on the basis
time, but the Senate delayed a of race, color, sex, sexual orienvote on the measure until the ses- tation, religion, handicap, age,
sion ended. Thus,. the Massachu- or national or ethnic origin in adsetts legislature will have to re- ministration of its educational
consider the measure during this Policies, admissions policies,
legislative session. The laws on scholarship and loan programs,
the books in Massachusetts per- and other Institute administered
mit sex only between -married programs and activities, but may
adult (over 18 years of age) heter- favor US citizens or residents in
osexuals in the missionary posi_
admissions and financial aid."
tion within the privacy of their -So,
compared to most other
home. however, judicial practice university environments, MIT as
in the Commonwealth of Massa- an institution officially has a tolchusetts is much more lenient, erant position on lesbians and
usually not resulting in priosecu- gays. The main problem- arises
tion of lesbians and gays over 16 with MIT's interface to the outyears of-age who have consensual side world.
*s
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Reagaan ad in
n strat onl -as
a poor record on civi rigts
First in a series
"This administration has a good
recordonecivil rights."-.George
Bush, during the Oct. I11 vice
presidential debate.

This is a straightforward, simple statement, just like so many
issuing from the current crowd in
the White House. And like so
many others before,, it-is at'odds
with the facts. Quite the contrary
to Bush's remark, Ronald Reagan's administration has the
worst civil rights record in thirty
years.
Last February, the American
Civil Liberties Union issued a report entitled, "In Contempt of
Congress and the Courts: the
Reagan Civil Rights Record."I
Thlis report documents a wide array of official executive actions,
many largely unpublicized, which
illustrate the administration's
complete and general disregard
for long-established civil rights
laws.
It shows how President Reagan
has thrown thirty years of bipartisan legislative and Judicial
concensus; out the window, and illustrates a dangerous disregard
on the part of the highest law enforcement official in the land for

the laws that he is sworn and~ duty-bound to uphold.

The Reagan administration has
inadequately enforced and sometimes been in outright violation
of settled law. It has ignored.explicit congressional intent and
clear judicial interpretation in the
enforcement of the Civil Rights
of Institutionalized Persons-Act,
the Voting Rights Act, the Fair
Housing Act, and -Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 19,72.
It is the legal duty of the executive branch to bring suit when
these laws are being violated. Yet,
just to cite one example regarding the Institutionalized Persons
Act, the Justice Department has
filed no lawsuits addressing conditions at mental health institution's, even though investigations
have shown widespread abuses.
The report cites an Idaho investigation which showed that:
. .. emoti'onatlv disturbed
-children.at three state institutions were subjected to
abuses that included molestation by hospital staff.'
Nonietheless, Assistant Attorne~y General Reynolds
reportedly turned down a
staff recommendation to
sue- on the grounds that
there was no federal inter-estin the matter and that
no constitutional rights

e

were at stake.

-

The administration has redefined many civil rights laws in
ways that are in clear violation of
the intent expressed by Congress
and upheld by the Supreme
Court. For example, it has virtually ignored the Fair Housing Act
"6effect test."
This clause requires only that
discriminatory effect be proven in
order to show discrimination, instead of requiring plaintiffs to
prove "intent to discriminate,"
which is nearly impssible to do.
The administration's action is
equivalent to saying "It's okay if
you are discriminated against as
long as no one does it on
purpose."In other areas, the administrationlhas even impeded the efforts
of institutions to voluntarily comply with the law. It attempted to
prevent the Inernal Revenue Service form exercising its legitimate
authority to deny tax-exempt status to the disciminatory Bob
Jones University.
The administration has virtually accepted the repudiated doctrine of "separate' but equal" in
public education. (Assistant Attorney General Reynolds said,
"The Supreme Court has told us
(Please turn to page 5)
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The Reagan administration has not
enforced .antidis'crirnnation laws
(Continued from page 4).
there is nothing wrong wi
vith a
school that is racially unballanced
.;.
it is only unconstitu tional
when it is a forced thing.'" The
Supreme Court has not sai d any
such thing since the ninetteenth
century.)
The administration hass also
promulgated regulations to weaken the enforcement author ity of
federal agencies, and has tturned
_8i8

_

.;

THE FUQUA
SCHOOLL

OF BUSINESS

commitment to voting rights."
What he neglected to mention
was that the Senate managed to
pass the bill only over administration attempts to block it.
Ronald Reagan's administra'tion is the first to go backwards
in the area of Civil Rights in over
thirty years. No previous administration, Republican or Democrat, has openly challenged the
authority of the Supreme Court's
rulings on the subject. The president's disregard for the principle
;- a
of "rule of law", in a country
aa
|+6 ae~
which has this concept firmly embedded in its founding principles,
is utterly inexcusable.
The administration has rigidly
refused to employ the anti-discrimination tools so painfully deI am not sure at this point that I veloped over so much time and
know any answers. I do beelieves
has instead chosen to return to
however. the first step is to rrecog- the failed policies of the past.
nize that qualified womern and Walter Mondale may not be the
minorities do exist. The *once most exciting candidate for presi"obvious case of discriminatation"
dent, but he has a record that
is not so clear as perhaps itit once shows real support for civil
was.
rights, and respect for the princiAnne G. i
Prne ples of the law.
the US Commision on Civil
Rights into an instrument of
presidential policy.
What is perhaps just as disturbing as the dismantling of
Federal Civil Rights enforcement
structure is the administration's
attempt to portray itself as procivil rights. When Reagan signed
the Voting Rights Extension Act
of 1982 into law, he said, "This
legislation proves our unbending

MB3A
The Fuqua School of Business at Duke
University offers one of the finest available
opportunities for unsurpassed professional
management training. We are interested in
men and women who have proven academic, leadership, and social abilities.
David L. Miller
Director of Admissions
& Financial Aid

Qualified vvomen and.
ininorities do exist
To the Editor:
I applaud Barry J. Berenberg's
efforts to grapple with the issues
confronting women and minorities. However, I was somewhat
amused by the fact that in his letter to the Editor [The Tech, October 16], as well as in letters
written by others with no real
long-term cultural and/or personal experience of bias, the assumption seems to be that women and/or minorities with
qualifications equal to, or better
than, their own do not really exist.
The notion which seems to be
coming through, at least to me, isl
that women and/or minorities
are not really be as good as "us."l
They are groups which must bel
dealt with by virtue of their sheer
numbers anld clamoring. Thle?
only recognized explanation for
the apparent growth in represen-bl
tation is that some unfortunate sl
better-qualified candidate for a l
job, or admission to school, was
caught in the "mood" of the
times and denied access.
Guess what? There are plenty
of women and minorities who are
qualified for all kinds of work
and responsibilities! The progress
of equally qualified candidates,
however, is slow. Without guar-g
antees backed up by law there
most surely would be no progress
at all.
I, like Barry Berenberg, grap-J
ple with the questions raised by
those "left out" (from either perspective -that of the majority
or the minority), and wonder
how fair policies can be applied.

of the Fuqua School
will be on campus
Friday, No-Jember
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Appointrent information may be obtained
by contacting:
Office of Career Planning
& Placement
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DOEs YOUR
EQ*0 NEED
(Economics Quotienk)

IMPROVING?

i

Createcomputers that
capturethe mysteries

TAKE THIS QUICK QUIZ AND FIND OUT.
-Frue False
C El (1.)Asproductivity
increases, our standard of living
Increases.
O F (2.) When inflation
occurs, each dollar we have
buys more goods and services.
A special booklet on our
American Economic System
can help you improve your E.Q.
For your free copy, write
"Economics"' Pueblo, Colorado
81009.
ANSWERS: 4' Zl '

ofcommon sense,
The brain does it naturally. It
wonders. It thinks with spontaneity-advantages we haven't
been able to give computers.
We've made them "smart'' able
to make sophisticated calculations at very fast speeds. But we
have yet to get them to act with
insight, instinct, and intuition.
But what if we could devise
ways to probe into the inner nature of human thought? So computers could follow the same
rationale and.reach the same
conclusions a person would.

The Americon
Economic System.
We should all leorn more obou it
a

I

.

bPBYs-·

---

"-lu

aBaPI

Ifyou

&US Deparots od Coyor*te

I-

---

-

~
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-s*·

can

odrean

it,

you can do it.

AMERICAN ECONOMIC SYSTEM
NEWSPAPER AD NO.
AES-77-875[Al-1 COL.
This space donated by The Tech

---

the human brain might.
While extending technology
and application of computer
systems is important, the real
excitement and the challenge of
knowledge engineering is its
conception. At the heart of all
expert systems are master engineers and technicians, preserving their knowledge and
experience, questioning their
logic and dissecting their
dreams. As one young employee
said, 'At GE, we're not just shaping machines and technology.
We're shaping opportunity."
Thinking about the possibilities is the first step to making
things happen. And.it all starts
with an eagerness to dream,
a willingness to dare and the
determination to make visions,
reality.

An equal opportunity employer

A plbIk swrce messoged
IThsNewspop& &The dvctng Colxd
\sf

ebCBI

What if we could actually design
computers to capture the mysteries of common sense?
AtGE, we've already begun to
implement advances in knowledge engineering. We are codifying the knowledge, intuition
and experience of expert engineers and technicians into computer algorithms for diagnostic
troubleshooting. At present, we
are applying this breakthrough to
diesel electric locomotive systems to reduce the number of
engine teardowns for factory
repair as well as adapting this
technology to affect savings in
other areas of mnanufacturing.
We are also looking at parallel
processing, a method that
divides problems into parts
and attacks them simultaneously,
rather than sequentially, the way

GE campus interviews: Tuesday and Wednesday, November 6 and 7.
Contact your placement office for schedule information.
I-

ICa
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Students
appointed-)
(Continuedfrom

tee on Educational Policy, the
Advisory Committee on Shareholder Responsibility, the Cornmittee on Academic Performance
and the Committee on Undergraduate Admissions and Financial Aid all received more applicants than they had spaces for.
"NomComm attempts to redirect many of the students who
apply for these limited positions
to other committees which require members," she said.
Barker added that NomCoamm
not only recommends students to
serve on Institute committees,
but also acts as a liaison to the
committees. The purpose of this,
she said, is to insure that the students represent their consituencies fairly and accurately.
Vacant positions will be filled
at a special NoraComm hearing
in December or during the regular NomComm hearing in February, Barker said.

-

Red Cross
is counting

The following students have been chosen to serve on institute
committees: Committee on Curricula: John Kenny, full-year
term; Committee on the Library Systems: Steve McCune, halfyear term; Committee on Student Affairs: Simone Pottenger,
full-year term, Robert Weiner and Erik Larson, half-year terms;
Committee on the Writing Requirement: Nick Panayotopoulos,
half-year term; Dining Advisory Board: one unfilled full-year
term; IAP Policy Committee: one unfilled full-year term, three
unfilled half-year terms; Wellesley-MIT Joint Committee: John
Kenny, one half-year term; Committee on International/Institutional Commitments: -John Brigance Searles, full-year term;
Alumni Fund Board: two unfilled full-year terms; Advisory
Committee on Women Students Interests: Louis Kuchnir, fullyear term, three unfilled half-year terms; Community Service
Fund Board, one unfilled full-year term; Equal Opportunity
Committee: Joe Parra, full-year term, one unfilled full-year
term; Medical Advisory Board: David Milli and Joseph Woo,
full-year terms; Committee on Privacy: Robert Weiner, full-year
term; Pre-law Advisory Committee: Michael Davis and Anthony Polito, full-year terms, one unfilled full-year term; Student
Actvities Development Board: Bernard Teh, full-year term, one
unfilled full-year term; Committee on Safety: one unfilled fullyear term; Committee on Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects: Ronald Becker, full-year term; Committee on Visual Arts:
Stephen LeBlanc and Andrea Ghez, full-year terms; Advisory
Committee on Shareholder Responsibility: Pamela Loprest, fullyear term; Lobby 7 Committee: one unfilled full-year term; Advisory Pornographic Committee: Elizabeth Smela and Terence
Galati, full-year terms; and Corporation Joint Advisory Committee: Stephanie Scheidler, 3-year term.

This space donated by The Tech
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Discuss Your Future
With General Electric

·,.,..··

!

-

IBM PC JR. WITH SPECIAL
LIMITED TIME OFFER

The IBM PC JR., compatible with the PC and PC-XT. Both
Entry and Enhanced systems feature 641( ROM, RAM, 2
cartridge slots and a cordless, programmable
keyboard. The Enhanved system also includes a
double-sided 360K diskette and optional memory
expansion. Use pfs Write and File software without
modification; with expansion, run Lotus 1-2-3 or dBASE II.

Who?

BS and MS candidates in electrical engineering,
computer science, mechanical engineering,
chemical engineering, aeronautical engineering
and nuclear engineering.

What? -'

The General Electric Technical Recruiting Team
will be conducting campus interviews for
challenging career opportunities within one of
the most diversified companies in the world.
Contact your placement-office to schedule an
interview with one of our technical managers.
Various entry level alternatives are available
such as:
· Edison Engineering Program
· Manufacturing Management Program
· Chemical-Metallurgical Management Program
· Software Technology Program
· Individualized Direct Placement
Opportunities exist in such fields as:
a Artificial Intelligence
* Plastics
· Expert Systems
v Metallurgy
· VLSI
· Ceramics.X Robotics
* Software Engineering
* CADICAEICAM
A Signal Processing
· Computer Graphics. * Controls
For more information on these programs and
the major business areas available refer to the
General Electric file located in your placement
office.

When and Tuesday, November 6th and Wednesday,
Where?
November 7th in your placement office
Where?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
What else? Sign-ups will commence Monday, October

LIMITED TIME OFFER:
Purchase the PC JR. and COLOR MONITOR now till
October 31, 1984 and reeceive from IBM the PC-DOS 2.1
and one of the following software packages at no extra
cost:

15th

The future is working
at General Electric

pfs FILE, Reg. $140
pfs REPORT, Reg. $120

IMULTIPLAN, Reg. $240
IBM PC JR. ENHANCED
Reg. $1,493.95-$1,593.45

NOW ONLY $1,249.95
Available
only
at
Harvard Square. Coop
Charge, Mastercard,
Visa and American
HARVARD
Express welcome.
COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY

Anequal opportunity employer

An equal opportunity employer
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TWELFTH NIGHT

October 25 - 30 8:00 pm $ 4.00 Student/Senior Citizen
$ 5.50 General Admission

Student activities, administrative
offices, academic departments,
and other groups - both on and
off the MIT camps -- can list

MIT Student Center
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do you
guarantee
a haircutK

i

Complete
Optical
Shop
plastic scratch resistant

Fashion frames
at reasonable prices

Ittakes total confidence
And at Supercuts, we get that
confidence by training our
people to cut hair perfectly
That way, no matter how
you like your hair cut, you're
going to get the cut you like

Instant eye exams
Prescriptions filled
OFashion tints and photo
changeables
I

eContact tenses
60 Day Trial

Tuesday, Oct.23
A panel on "Careers in T.V. and
Radio Broadcasting", sponsored
by the Jewish Vocational Service,
will be held from 7:30-9:30 pm at
Gosman Jewish Community
Campus, 333 Nahanton Street,
Newton Centre, MA. Admission
is $5. For more information,
please contact Gail Liebhaber at
965-7940.

How

Reservations: 253-2903
225-9178

L

meetings, activities, and other
announcements in The Tech's
"Notes" section. Send items of
interest (typed and double
spaced) via Institute mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, room
W20-483," or via US mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, PO Box
29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139." Notes run on a
space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student
activities. The Tech reserves the
right to edit all listings, and
makes no endorsement of groups
or activities listed.

*
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*Large Selection of Ray
Ban Sunglasses
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Every time. Guaranteed, or
your money back
How do you guarantee a
haircut? It's easy
You make every cut a
Supercut
And a Supercut is always $8.'

:"-

NC.!L
We're changing the way America cuts its hair.

OSport Frame Available

1083 Commorn-ealth
Vilnerook Plaza
W8tgate MIl
2150 Mts, Ave
T.in City Plaza
Highway9

Boston
Burlington
Orockton
Ca.mbdg.
Cambddge
Frmilngh-m

Central Square, 495 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
Mass. 02139 Tel: 661-2520

782-5290
273-2895
583-1640
492-0067
66-1040
679-0931

Lowell
Malden
NH
Mlnclter,
Nllhua.NH
QOuncy

25 C.ntral
8 Pleal.nl
1111S Wllow
421Amherst
PIlu
PMlgrim

c 1983 EMRACORPORATION
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A cognitive science seminar entitled, "Boltzman Machines: Contraint Satisfaction Networks that
Learn", sponsored by the MIT
for Cognitive Science, will be
held at 7:30 pm in the Grier Conference Room 34-401. The speaker will be Geoffrey E. Hinton,
Dept. of Computer Science, Carnegie-Mellon University. Copies
of the paper are available upon
request from Karen Persinger,
20B-225, x3-7358.

Wednesday, Oct. 24
MIT Student Pugwash is sponsoring a forum to discuss MIT's
request for exemption from the
Right to Know Law. The forum
will be at 5 pm in room 4-270.
Representatives of the Massachusetts Department of Health and
MIT will attend. Everyone is welcome. For more information, call
x3-1620
The Quality of Student Life at
MIT: the second in a series of
four meetings sponsored by the
Office of the Dean for Student
Affairs. The meeting will be held
from 4:30-6 pm in the Mezzanine
Lounge at the Student Center.
Let us hear from you.
An informal get together of the
MIT European Club will take
place in the Mezzanine Lounge at
7 pm. Bring your own drink.
Members and non-members welcome.
A meeting of the Student Cable
Programming group will take
place in Room 9-329 at 6 pm. All
interested people are invited to
attend. For more information,
contact Randy Winchester, x37431, Room 9-030.

IPIE!

A seminar entitled "The MIT
Communications Problem",
sponsored by the Communications Forum, will be held from 45:30 pm in the Marlar Lounge,
Room 37-252, 70 Vassar Street,
MIT. The speaker will be David
Clark from the MIT Laboratory
for Computer Science.
*

*

commitment to higher education is not just alofty ideal.

*

Beth Israel Hospital is starting a
new group program for tension
and migraine headache sufferers.
Participants will learn to use nondrug techniques including the relaxation response, stress-management, and exercise to relieve their
pain.

..........

-,

1

as R0A/oFEIPE

Face it,your learning years are not your prime earning
years. But don't let that stop you from moving off campus.
Through February 28,1985, you can fly anywhere
flies for half fare.To LA and NewYork. And to all
Piedmont
i
kinds of hot spots and hometowns in between.
What's the catch?Well, you mustbe under26 and have
a valid student ID.Read the fine printbelow for restrictions.
Piedmont's 50%Off College Fare.More proof thatour

Thursday, Oct. 25

*

458-8492
321 1841
(603) 668-7454
(603) 800-0606
479-0363

Num-refundable,round-trip tickets must he purchuLed at least seven days before travel. Not avtilable all day Friday or
Sunday after I:oo pm. Holiday travel restrictionlsapply.Cctll your travel agent or uslt 1-800-251-5720.
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PSYCHE
Edward Ja
acobs,

Ph.D.
Psychologist
0 Individual and group therapy

the MIT

-1

1
I

1

raduate Student Council .,,,'and

the international Students; Association

ning St., Cambridge

15A Chann864-6914

Friday, Oct. 26

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
--

Flexible fee po )1icy
Insurance acce Tnted

•

I

W

$10lweekend, $10 deposit, costumes available Oct.
20. The Shakespeare Ensemble at MIT call 253-2903
(Betsy) or 225-6369 (Anne).

Licensed Clin iical

Listings

I

M I l,

-

-

invite youo to I/

"U.S. Elections and the Middle
East" will be the topic of a talk
by Elaine Hagopian, professor of
political science at Simmons College. Sponsored by the MIT
Committee on the Middle East.
The talk will be at 3 pm in Room
20D-205. For more information,
call Mark Anderson, x5-9478.
*

*

*

*

The Family: Ideology and Reality, will include speakers Kate Ellis of Rutgers, Louise Rice, and
Tess- Ewing. This event, sponsored by the Rlack Rose Lectures, will be held at 8 pm at 105
Mass Ave., MIT room 9-150.

i

Sunday, Oct. 28
WBZ's 3rd Annual Halloween
Lite Monster Dash Road Race
will start at 12 noon at Jimbo's

49a 3800

300"era

Howard

at

I

o

'*

1

'

Z

Mileage Charge"

Plus 7 otlhersuburban locations to serve you!

the race,

there will be a "Dash Bash" celebration party for the runners. For
more information, please contact
Donna

I-

MILEAGE

nd
Full Line of 1983 Chevrolets
"Nevera

SQUARE

|CENTRAL

benefit Children's Hospital. Also,49
following

F67
tJLIMltEDFREE

CoYdrrsdrvaeonraqu

Fish Shanty. All proceeds will
immediately

677
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drinks'
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926-8523.

Tuesday, Oct. 30
A career workshop on "Interviewing: For Information Only",
sponsored by the Jewish Vocational Service, will be held from
7:30 to 9:30 pm at Gosman Jewish Community Campus, 333 Nahanton Street, Newton Centre,MBA. Fee is $15. To pre-registqr,
please contact Meryl Glatt 7232846 or Emily Kirshen 965-7940.
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President Gray will hold open
hours from 3:30-5 pm. Any
member of the TMlIT community
may schedule a fifteen-minute appointment on a first-come, firsd
T
served basis by calling x3-4665 or
stopping by the reception area in
Room 3-208. Appointments may
be made only on the day of the
NC
open hours.
Professor Robert Solow will

I

speak in a lecture entitled "The
Economic
Facts and Fasntasies
Election"of.
the 1984 Presidenbtial
Sponsored by UEA. 4 pro in
Room 9-150.

T.husay

,

|
\10i

|

Nov. 1

The Quality of Student Life at
MIT. the third in a series of four
meetings sponsored by the Office
of the Dean for Student Affairs.
The meeting will be held from 7
524to p:30 pm inJthe Mezzanine
Lounge of the Studenta Center.
Let us hear from you!

...
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"Deregulation of ATI&T Communications", a seminar sponsored by MIT Communications
Forum. Featured speakers are Lee
L. Selwyn, Robert Willig, and
Bruce Owen. The forum will be
held from 4-6 prn in the Marlar
Lounge, Bldg. 37-252, MIT,
Cambridge.
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Students interested in law: Professor Carol Liebman of Boston
College Law School will be on
campus to speakt with interested
students. All are invited. To sign
up please phone Ann at x3-4737.
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Sunday, Novr. 4
There will be a rive mile run for
peace with runners from Japan at
I pm in Jamaica Plain. Call 5246093 for more details about the
F~ourth Annual Human Race to
End the Arms Race.
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notices
Listings
Wednesday, Nov. 7
The Quality of Student Life at
MIT: the last in a series sponsored by'the Office of the Dean
for Student Affairs. The meeting
will be held from 4:30 to 6 pm in
the Mezzanine Lounge of the
Student Center. Let us hear from
you!
A career workshop entitled "Ca.
reers in Public Relations and Ad.
vertisiog", sponsored by the Jewish Vocational Service, will be
held from 7:30-9:30 pm at Gos
man Jewish Community Campus,
333 Nahanton Street, Newton
Centre. Admission is $5. For
more information, please contact
Gail Liebhaber at 965-7940.

Thursday, Nov.8
A two-part workshop entitled
"Help Yourself to a Career
Change", sponsored by the Jewish Vocational Service, will be
held
from 7:30-9:30 pm. The second session
will be held on Nov.
15. Fee is $15. To pre-register,
contact Meryl Glatt, 723-2846 or
Emily Kirschen, 965-7940.
"The Childbirth Experience: Cu.r.
rent Controversies", the first in
Beth Israel Hos ital's 1984-85
p
"Women's Health" discussion series. The discussion will be held
from 7-9 pm in the Grossman
Conference Center of Kirstein
Hall, Beth Israel Hospital, 330
Brookline Avenue. Open to the
public and free of charge. For
further information, call 7354431.

The Oxford and Cambridge Society of New England invites all
members of the MIT community
who are Oxbridge graduates to a
reception from 5:30-7:30 at the
Signet Club, 46 Dunster Street,
Cambridge.

Ongoing
"'This Mighty Dream", a muliimedia history of popular movements for change in the U.S is
scheduled to run in Boston from
Oct. 25 to Nov. 9. The exhibit,
which was prepared by the
Smithsonian Institute, will be
housed at the University of Massachusetts-Boston College of
Public and Community Service at
100 Arlington Street, Boston.
Open to the public. For' further
information, call 266-7100.
Do you like to read? Do you enjoy math? Become a S*T*A*R
volunteer. School- Volunteers of
Boston offers orientation and
support to college students who
have a few hours per week to
spend with elementary, middle or
Iligh school students in schools
convenient to college campuses.
For information, call 451-6145 or
visit our office at 25 West Street,
downtown Boston near Park
Street.
The Chinese Intercollegiate Choral Society meets Sundays 3-5 prn
. W20-491. Anyone who likes to
In
sing and can speak any Chinese
dialect is welcome. For further information, call Isabel Chiu. at
258-5233. * * * *
Students and faculty are cordially
invited to flex their vocabularies
at the Boston Scrabble Club any Monday evening in the Teachers' Lounge of the Jackson-
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Mann Community School, Union
Square, Allston. The club features "social Scrabble" for nervous newcomers, as well as offlcially-rated competitive play for
the real addict. Club hours are
6:30 to 9:30 pm. For more information, contact P.G. Kaufmann
at 784-5325.
For runners looking forward to
the numerous marathons this fall
but not the arduous solo training
sessions, the MetroParks Running Center in Boston has an an-

The Peace Corps is offering skilltraining for programs utilizing
the backgrounds of college
graduates with mathematics and
science minorsPeace Corps volunteers serve for two years. During their service they receive a
generous living allowance, paid
travel, training and health care '
A post-service readjustment
allowance of $175 per month is
paid to each volunteer. For inforce,
mation on Peace Corps ser i
call 223-6366 or 7366, or write
PEACE CORPS, 1405 M cco
I'mack POCH, Boston, MA 02109
-

swer. On Sundays at 9 am, runners training for marathons can
get together and run long distances of 15 to 22 miles. Open
Monday through Friday from 7
am to dusk, the Running Centre
offers changing rooms and showers free of charge. For further information, call 523-9746.
* * * *
Interested in children? Teen-

All students should obtain a final
examination schedule at the Information Center, 7-121. Examinations not listed or a conflict in
examinations must be reported to
the schedules office, E19-338, by

agers? Innovative education? The
Cambridge School Volunteers
needs you as a tutor, classroom
aide, big brother or big sister, or
a mini-course teacher. Work with
any age student in any subject.
Credit may be available. For
more information, call 498-9218.

Friday, November 2.
* * * *
The Dept. of Athletics has extended the evening closing time at
the Alumni Pool. The new open
swim hours will be from 7 to
8:30 pm Monday through Thursday effective Thursday, Nov. 1.

The MIT Dance Company
School of Boston presents its
ninth year of dance education,
offering two fifteen week sessions
from September to May. MIT
continues its extensive Children's
Program for ages 3 to 14, as well
as teen and adult classes in modern and jazz. Classes run Monday through Saturday with levels
ranging from novice to professional. Aerobics is also offered in
the evenings. The School is located at 551 Tremont Street in the
Boston Center for the Arts. For
more information, please call
48.2-0351.

Notice to certain members of the
class of 1985 and 1986: To avoid
misunderstandings or compli ac
tions which might slow progress
toward your degree, please file a
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences Concentration Proposal
form with your chosen field office
after discussing your program of
study with a Field Advisor. This
should have been taken care of
before the end of your sophomore year. If you have any questions please call the HASS Information Center, x3-4441.

Announcements

Students interested in applying to
be R/O '85 Coordinator should
attend an informational meeting
on Wednesday, October 24, at 5
pm, in Room 7-106.
dependent Colleges and Universi-'
ties of Massachusetts) is attempting to document the activities of
its member colleges with public
school systems. If. as a member
of the MIT Community, you are
working with the Boston or Cambridge Public Schools, please call
Alan Dyson, x3-7063.
Craft dealers wanted for the
Jackson Mann Community
School's Third Annual Holiday
Crafts Fair on Saturday, November 3, 1984 from 10 am to 4 pm.
at 500 Cambridge St. Allston. If
you vould like an opportunity to
display and sell your wares,
please call Rose Sabbag, 7382770 to reserve- a table or to answer any further questions.
Attention Ugly People: this year's
UMOC (Ugliest Man On Campus) contest will start on Halloween day and run through November 9. Ugly people on this
campus may compete by register-.
with APO and then collecting
`9
votes (a penny a vote). This year's
money will go to Rosie's Place, a
shelter for homeless women and
their children in Boston that was
ravaged by fire in April. For more
information about how you can
become UMOC '84, call APO at
x3-3788.
All students interested in applying to law school for fall '85
should make an appointment in
the Preprofessional Advising Office. Phone Ann at x3-4737 or
stop by Room 12-170.
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On Tuesday, November 6th and Wednesday, November 7th,
representatives of General Electric will be interviewing on your
campus. Please contact your placement office for schedule
information.

Our Technical Recruiters would like you to join them for an afternoon jog on
Monday, November 5th. We'll begin at 77 Massachusetts Avenue at 5:30
p.m., jog down Memorial Drive to the Boston U. Bridge, cross over to Storrow Drive and head'down to the Longfellow Bridge, cross back over to
Memorial Drive and finish up our 5.4 mile jog back at 77 Massachusetts
Avenue. Some of our managers will turn back up Massachusetts Avenue at
the Harvard Bridge for a 2.6 mile run.
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If you're interested in meeting our peo-
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ple in a completely informal setting . ..

:

B

to find out more about the General Electric Company ... it's technical work
and career opportunities ... put your
track shoes on and join us and pick up
an M IT/G E runner' s sh irt i n th e process .
If for some-reason you can't make it .. .
just remember your interview with,
~General
Weneda.
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Goodman and Symphony Orchestra Inspired
in romantic Rachmaninoff Concerto
MIT Symphony Orchestra, October 20.
Kresge Auditortiumn; Banchetto Musicale,
October. 19, Jordan Hall; Boston Premiere
Ensemble, Jordan Hall, October 21.
Daniel Goodman put in an inspired performance of Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto .No. 2 on Saturday night. Goodman,
a Physics graduate student and also coprincipal cellist of the MIT Symphony Orchestra, has been playing Rachmaninoff
for two hours a day over the past year. He
is drawn to the "beautiful themes" of
Rachmaninoff and is particularly attached
to the second piano concerto because it is
,,at the height of romantic concerti." To
judge by his deep involvement on Saturday
night, Goodman does indeed have a romantic relationship with the music.
The soloist quickly developed a disciplined approach which carried with it a relaxed and thoughtful lyricism. The orchestra under'David Epstein, sparing no effort
at emotional outpouring, furnished the vital glue to hold the piece together, the firm
command of united strings providing a
warm yet strong backdrop for the pianistic
fireworks soon to develop.
It is hard to describe the beauty of the
multi-textured opening of the second
movement. One dwelt on each carefullyplaced note from the piano; there was delicacy in wind playing. A wonderful softness
among the winds enticed the audience to
float off into the dreamy ecstasy of Goodman's captivating piano playing.
There were problems of balance in the
third movement: the piano was at times
overwhelmed by an over-enthusiastic orchestra. Nonetheless, there was a majestic
touch to the build-up of energy, and a
depth of feeling to the inextricably inter

,vined piano and orchestra that brought
tW
thle music of Rachmaninoff alive with an
ernergy and style the MIT Symphony Orc hestra can call their own.
The performance of Beethoven's Syvnpibonny No. 6, Pastorale was less happy.
TIhe orchestra never developed the detailed
firnesse needed to make this piece breathe.
T he over-formal first movement led to an
second movement,
e¢-centrically-rendered
,rinkled with uncomfortable moments
SF
WI,hen balance came apart. The strings,
W,hich
1
had so effectively let their feelings
g¢C
o in the Rachmaninoff, failed to convey
thle subtlety necessary to bring the Pastora7le off successfully. Beethoven's delicate
ccaloration was largely lost on a rather
arsh-sounding ensemble, although there
WI,ere some nice bird-imitation effects on
W~
rinds.
One sensed power in the approach to
thle storm and some excitement when it arri,ved. The thanksgiving after the storm
W.,as played with an ease which had earlier
bceen lacking. But, too much of the performlance was marred by choppy string playinlg, scrappy brasss, and a general lack of
dcelicatesse; a shame, given the enormous
otential of our unusually talented Symhony Orchestra.

Bancheftoa-Musicale began their Jordan
H[all concert last Friday with Haydn's
Htorn Concerto No. 1. Despite a brilliant
ofpening, there were patches of awkwardn¢ess when the ensemble sounded decidedly
offf-color. The natural- horn is a fiendishly
diifficult instrument to play and, despite
SO)me touches of virtuosity, Jean Rife's perfo>rmance had a rough edge which detractedi from enjoyment of the work.

The orchestra set up an adrenal pace for
the first movement of Haydn's Symnphony
No. 86 iln D. There was unevenness to the
opening of the second movement, although this was more than made tip for by
the delightful invitation to the ball of the
third movement: a chirpy playfulness carried the piece to a charming finale.
Daniel Stepner played violin solo, Marcus Thompson viola in the last item on the
program, Mozart's Sinfonia Concertante
in E fiat Jr violin, viola and orchesira, K.
364. Daniel Stepner, the smoother of the
two soloists, played with an easy virtuosity; Marcus Thompson, perhaps, had a
more intimate relationship with the work:
some of his measures had a breathtaking
beauty. But, despite some inspired solo
work, the performance never really came
together: the different approaches of the
soloists didn't quite gel, and ensemble
work under conductor Martin Pearlman
was less than inspired.
The weekend closed with a bang on
Sunday night with a performance which
can only be described as pure delight: the
Boston Premiere Ensemble staged Haydn's
opera Die Feuerbrunst (House Afire) with
puppets at Sanders Theatre. Perhaps the
greatest pleasure came from the spirited
attack of an orchestra bubbling with the
good humor of the work. There was a
brightness to the music of F. John Adams'
ensemble guaranteed to-keep the audience
smiling even without the activities on
stage. Singing was of a high standard,
with James Coelho putting in a particularly lively performance as the love-seeking
Hanswurst. Coelho's singing of the aria
"If I can't have my Columbine" was particularly attractive, enhanced by mischie-

4

vou as musical games deftly executed by the
orcl,hestra.
T[he puppets on stage cemented the
lau ghter. My favorite was the ghost, a
cha iracter with a seemingly bright career as
a rcrock star ahead of him. The new dialogu,ue of Andy Gaus. full of good mirth,
spec d the show along.
Jonathan Richmond

Animals 20 years later
Rip it to Shreds - The Animals' Greatest
Hits Live, The Animals on IRS Records.
:; Last year, the Original Animals (not to
be confused with the late-'60s band of the
same name, with whom they have in common only vocalist Eric Burdon) staged a
reunion tour. It was about time, as Tom
Petty, David Johansen, and others were
making hit recordings of old Animals
songs. The same personality problems
which broke up the band sixteen years earlier took hold again, and it's unlikely the
Animals will ever attempt another get-together.
This album records an inspired London
appearance last December. While it's technically rough in spots (especially the performance of drummer John Steel, who
seems to lose it totally once or twice), Rip
it to Shreds performs far above the usual
reunion album.
Most of the material on this record is
vintage Animals, but there's also a new
tune, "It's Too Late," in which a characteristically urgent Burdon screams out his
worries: "I gotta get a job .. . Are they
gonna start a real war?" Keyboardist Alan

Tech Photo by Stephen A. Brobst

The Drive plays at the SCC-sponsored Rockfest Friday night.

Price contributes "O Lucky Man," written
as a film score during his successful solo
career in the early '70s.
A rocking "Boom Boom" and "It's My
Life" with its unmistakable bass line are
every bit as good as the versions from.
twenty years ago, and prove that this band
still has the touch. Burdon does his best
black-blues-singer act on a sparsely instrumented version of Sam Cooke's classic
"Bring it on Home to Me." An overlong
(71/2 minutes) "We Gotta Get out of this
Place" makes a questionable art-rock
start, followed by a screeching vocal intro
recalling Burdon's days with the band
War; two minutes later it finally gets off
the ground.
The only real low spot is a listless
"House of the Rising Sun," which just
sounds like one too many times for everyone involved. Otherwise, Hilton Valentine's guitar solos, Price's keyboards and
especially Burdon (who never misses the
chance to screech or howl instead of sing)
make this required study for the rock-androll major.
V. Michael Bove

Pat
letheny is Here!......
First Circle by Pat Metheny on ECM Records.
"Pat Metheny is here! Pat Metheny is
here!" Exactly four people in the Tech
Coop record department looked up before
returning to their own purchases.
"Metheny's new album is out!" my girlfriend, calling long distance from Philadelphia, screamed.
This review may be slightly biased.
Pat Metheny is one of the few young
performers who took the jazz-fusion music of the 1970's and replaced rock guitar
chords and fast, synchronized passages
with mellifluous, echoed sythesizers and
mellow "grooves." A number of critics, including Metheny himself, claim that the instrumental performances of the Pat Metheny Group are far from brilliant, although
improving. However, with his sidekick/
pianist Lyle Mays, guitarist Metheny has
created a compositional format that appeals to a large audience because of melodic, not technical, merit.
Pat Metheny's ongoing success can be
attributed to his singular progression and
development of sound with each album.
Each critic's praise/censure forthe albums
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is in direct proportion to the amount of
pop, Latin, folk, bop and avant-garde influence that is added to the group's distinctive sound. This latest record, First Circle,
takes a decidedly Latin/American folk
turn.
"Yolanda, You Learn,", a typical Metheny vamp, contains many of the distinguishing elements of First Circle. New
drummer Paul Wertico opens the tune with
percussive eight notes on the snare drum,
then proceeds to rock as well as swing his
way- through the song. Pedro Aznar, a 20
year old South American wonder who
plays classical guitar, percussion, synthesizer, and tympani, vocalizes the melody
of "Yolanda"
with a series of "oh"s,
"yeah"s, and "ah"s, accompanied by his
synthesizer. Lyle
Mays "comps" honky-tonk style, and
Mays and Metheny each solo their happy
hearts out.
Other compositions on this album include "If ICould," aballad much like the
title track of the Travels album, "The First
Circle," (a la "San Lorenzo"), which contains a Lyle Mays solo that should be noted for its wonderful improvised chordal
accompaniment that the pianist provides

.- - ---

,

for himself, and "Praise," a folky tune
with Hammond organ that feels like it
could replace "I'd Like to Teach the World
to Sing" and the theme from Walter
Lewin's 8.01 physics show on cable TV at
the same time.
Are the. songs enjoyable? You bet. They
are all different, uplifting, and driving.
The second beautiful ballad, "Mas Alla
(Over There)", features Spanish lyrics that
don't have to be understood to be felt.
The haunting, driving "Tell It All" has a
minor to major tension-release melody
that is difficult not to like. Is the album
innovative and daring? Not very. The
songs are simply too light and folky (perhaps dangerously so) to make any new
profound statements in the jazz or compositional world.
First Circle does have some technical/
experimental merit. The opening composition, "Forward March" is a Dadaist view
of John Philip Sousa. The tuba is a semitone out of tune, the trumpet blares ridiculously, and the flautist can never quite
reach the upper register; the bass drum
might be played bya trained chimp. All of
the above, though, (excluding the bass
drum), is a precisely-planned display gen-
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erated by Pat's single guitar note processed
by a thirty thousand dollar synthesizer.
Fear not: "Forward March" is not representative of the entire album. The rest of
the tambres produced by Metheny, guitar
and Synclavier sythesizer are an order-ofmagnitude more beautiful than anything
ever produced on "guitar" before.
Attempting to put bias aside, I must
mention that a friend who listened to the
album at my suggestion commented that
the music was truly enjoyable, but it was
all the same. This is true to a good degree.
Pat Metheny has been acclaimed "Influential Jazz Sound of the 70's" by a international music publication and Guitar Player
magazine has commented that he, along
with Weather Report, deserves the "love
'em or leave 'em but you can't ignore 'em"
award of the decade. I just happen to be
one of the people who love his sound; you
may or may not be. First Circle may not
be a innovative milestone in progressive
music, but successfully upholds the tradition of Metheny's albums and creates a
smile a mile wide.
Buy it. Now.
Scott Lichtman
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We back our guarantee for

with an independent audit.
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P. 0. Box 771
Exeter, NH 03S33
603-883-6604

Corporate
Travel

"Systems.
August 30, 1984

Topaz Travel
1105 Massachusettb Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Ms Williams:
Congratulations are to be extended to you and your staff for the excellent results of the Corporate Travel Systems' recent Low Fare Tariff performed for
-Topaz Travel and Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This Tariff was the
first 'perfect" or 'error free" audit that we have ever performed for a client.
The fact that your agency was able to provide the lowest possible fare, in
given situation, for the audit period is, at the very least, comnendable.

every

If every agency could offer that kind of service, backed by an unbiased Corporate Travel Systems Low Fare Tariff, millions of dollars would be saved by just
air travelers alone every year.
Again, my deepest congratulations!

M36k A. Seaver
Project Manager
MAS:idt
cc: Central File

What does your travel agent do?
or~~~~~~~~
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1105 Massachusetts Avenue
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Travel A gency

A uthorized

Ask about our special student fares too'
AN AYASABRE. AUTOMATED AGENCY
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The National Research Council
plans to award approximately 35
Postdoctoral Fellowships for Minorities in a program, designed to
provide opportunities for continued education and experience in
research for American Indians
and Alaskan Natives, Black
Americans, Mexican Americans/
Chicanos, and Puerto Ricans.
Awards will be made in the behavioral and social sciences, humanities, engineering, mathematics, physical sciences, and
biological sciences, and for interdisciplinary programs comprised
of two or more eligible disciplines. Deadline for submission is
January 16, 1985. All inquiries
concerning application materials
and program administration
should be addressed to the Fellowship Office, National Research
Council, 2101 Constitution AVenue, Washington, D.C. 20418.
The American Institute of Steel
Construction has announced that
-eight graduate fellowships of
$5000 each will be awarded in
1985 by The XISC Education
Foundation. The grants will be
awarded to graduate civil or architectural engineering students
proposing a course of study toward an advanced degree related
to fabricated structural steel. Applicants must be U.S. citizens.
Deadline for receiving applications is March 1, 1985. To obtain
applications, write AISC Education Foundation, 400 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611,or
call 312-670-2400.
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JOB O PPORTUNIT Y
Part-time/full-time Software Engineers needed
to assist in the implementation of an electronic
data distribution system using VAXIVMS C.

I

Strong backround in language interpreter design required. Familiarity with data base design, personal computer applications, and APE
concepts important. Applicants must be selfstarters.
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policy

analysis.

Deadline for

A rep resentative of the Rand
Graduate Institute will be at Career
Planning and Placement, Roo m 12170, on Friday, October 26, 1984.

If interested, please forward your letter of application and/or resume to Innovative Systems
Techniques, Inc. One Gateway Center, Newton,
MA, 02158, Attention: Ms. Leslie C. Newman.
I

_

submitting applications for 1985-1986 is
February 1, 1985. RGI, which is fully
accredited by the Western Association of
Schools and Colleges, is an integral part
of the Rand Corporation. Its curriculum
consists of interdisciplinary study,
combined with on-the-job training (OJT)
leading to the award of the PhD in Policy
Analysis. Students receive OJT support
equivalent to doctoral fellowships.
Fellowship support is also available for
applicants with special emphasis in health
policy and Soviet international behavior. A
m aster's degree or equivalent postbachelor's degree, training and experience
is required for admission,
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THE RANID GRADUATE INSTITUTE (RG0I)
invites applications for its doctoral degree
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Seniors who wish to apply for
graduate work in the Department
of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science during 1985
are urged to apply by November
1, 1984. Applications may be
picked up in Rooms 38-444 an 3103.
National College Poetry Contest,
Fall Concours 1984, is offering
$200 in cash and book prizes and
free printing for all accepted poems in the American Collegiate
Poets Anthology. For more information, write International Publications, P.O. Box 44044-L, Los
Angeles, CA 90044.
The MIT Speech and Debate Society is sponsoring a Fall Speech
Contest. Winners will receive
cash prizes. We are now canvassing the MIT student community
for interests and suggestions. If
you have the slightest interest in
talking for fun and profit, call
Lisa x5-8922, Nick x5-6352, Merryl x5-6354, or Christine x5-8360.
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The Christian Science Monitor is
sponsoring an essay contest challenging its readers to come up
with possible scenarios that could
lead to world peace in the next 25
years. Students and faculty at
colleges and universities around
the country are also invited to
participate. Participants might
consider such factors as economic conditions, the role of moral
leadership and world armaments.
Essays will be judged on the feasibility of the ideas they contain
and will be expected to show a
knowledge of the framework of
international relations in the
world today and the process by
which those relations are bettered. Entries of not more than
3,000 words in English, French,
German, or Spanish will be accepted. The best three will be
printed in The Christian Science
Monitor. Entries should be postmarked not later than December
31, 1984 and sent to PEACE
CONTEST, The Christian Science Monitor, One Norway
Street, Boston, MA 02115.
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Together we can make it happen - as
Nippon Motorola Ltd. offers you the
opportunity to come home to family,
friends and a brilliant future with the
world leader in microelectronic
components and systems. Our Information
Systems Group, Communications Sector,
Automotive and Industrial Electronics
Group and the Semiconductor Products
Sector currently have outstanding career
openings available at our ultra-modem
facilities in Tokyo and Aizu Wakamatsu. If
you are a recent or soon-to-be college
graduate and a Japanese citizen with an
interest in working back home, consider
the following opportunities:
Design Engineer * Assembly,
Manufacturing v Final Test Engineer Quality Control Engineer * Plastic
Engineer e Production Supervisor ·
Facilities Engineer

Positions require BS/MS
Electrical/Mechanical Engineering
Materials, Traffic
Position requires BS Materials
Management
MIS Programmer/Analyst
Position requires BS Computer Science,
Math or Business
Process Engineer
Position requires BS Chemical Engineering,
Chemistry or Solid State Physics
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Financial Analyst
Position requires BS Finance/Accounting
Shipping/Receiving Administration
Position requires BS/13A
What could be ... is. At Nippon
Motorola Ltd. The career you want. In
the country you love. For immediate
consideration, send your resume to: Ron
Smith, Motorola Inc., Semiconductor
Products Sector, 1140 S. Priest Dr.,
Tempe, AZ 85281, Dept. IN28.

3

hOrORCLA

INC.

Nippon Motorola Limited
An Equal OpportunitylAffirmative Action Employer

'What could be . is.
'Imagine the career you want. In the country you love, Japan
I
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'hme best has a fasfe all its own.
A- taste that'snot easy to find. It's something
you have to stnive fo. In everything you do.
And when you're done it, when
you've found the best in yourself,
i~
taste it in the beer you drink.
A
Ask for Bud Light
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o Candidates for BS or MS in ChE, CS, EE, ME or Materials Science.

Meet IBM.
Schedule
a formal
interview.

i

I
I
I

I

I
-1

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS CALCULATORS
SIMPLIFY FINANCE AND STATISTICSNOW AT SAVINGS THRU OCT. 27

Come to our
INFORMATION AND SIGN-UP DAY
Wednesday, October 24th, 10 am-4 pm

SAVE $7. BA-55 PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS ANALYST.

Powerful, programmable and designed for business finance and statistics. Includes Time Value of Money
(PV,FV), Amortization Schedules with up to 10 variable
grouped cash flows for Internal Rate of Return and Net
Present Value. With constant memory, shut the BA-55
off and still retain all values and programs.
Reg. 54.95

INTHE ASHDOWN HOUSE
iBM will be here in strength to give you blue carpet treatment.
Representatives from many different IBM operations and locations will
be available for informal, stress-free briefing sessions. You'll get a good
idea if there's a promising fit at IBM.

SAVE $7. BA-II EXECUTIVE CALCULATING SYSTEM.

Preprogrammed financial and statistical functions include Profit Margin, Annuities, Amortization Schedules,
Linear Regression and Trend Line Analysis with a convenient business analysis guidebook.
Reg. 39.95

Then sign up to schedule a formal interview on Thursday, October 25th

or Friday, October 26th with the IBM facility (or facilities) of your choice.
Please bring 3 copies of your resume or Personal Data Sheet. U.S.
citizenship or permanent residence is required for interviews.
(Whether or not you're at our Information and Sign-Up Day, you are
invited to hear a special IBM interview techniques presentation on
Monday, October 22nd in Room 4-270 from 7:30-8:30 pm and a technical marketing careers presentation on Tuesday, October 23rd, in Room
4-159 from 7:30-8:30 pm. Refreshments will be served at both
presentations.)

SAVE $10. TI-66 PROGRAMMABLE. Powerful flexibility.

Up to 512 program steps built-in with 64 Constant Memory locations. Compatible with most TI-58C program
steps and more.
Reg. 64.95
II
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_

s
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Availible at Harvard Square, M.I.T. Student Center, Children's Medical Center
and One Federal St., Boston. Harvard
Square store open Mon.-Sat. 9:20 to
5:45, Thurs. till 8:30 pm. Coop Charge,
Mastercard, Visa, and American Express welcome.
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An equal opportunity employer

HARVARD
COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY
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Explore the Technical World at IBM.
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NOW ONLY

MAGNAVOX COMPACT DISC REBATE

AT THE COOP

Buy any four (4) compact discs for your
New Magnavox Compact Dislc Player aned
receive a $50 rebate! Rebate Coupon and
details available at your nearest Coop
location.

-61I
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*The Coops New Record 8&Tape Department Is Now ONE YEAR OLD And Also BOSTON'S BEST!
("Best of Boston, '84" - Boston Magazine)
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WYNTON MARSALIS

DOMINGO
JG

HOT HOUSE FlOWERS

ALWAYS INMY
HEAJRT
En Mi Coorazon)

5
9ncludgng
LP/CASS

iRcl1udln

|Eve 01 Desuctlon/Blaoo
From \A Slone
JuSt Lle '1ou/Shades 0 45/ Another Day

Ainn
$p4,
LP/CASS

(.Siempre

Lazy Afternoon

'rhe Songs of Ernesto

When You Wish Upon A Star

1,ecuona

$549

LOUISIANE

LP/CASS

$1356 Per Disc CD

$1 356 Per Disc CD

$1 356 Per Disc CD

TINA TURNER

99

lii$5

$599

LP/CASS

$5599

LP/CASS
Mutabaruka - "Outcry'
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LP/CASS |
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BLUE
JEAN

$549

LP/CASS

$54

QW

LP/CIASS

John Fahey - Let Go"

LP/CASS

X

Alan Stivell - "Celtic Symphony"
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~~Yoko's

songs - Various Artists
&'F~"very Man Has A Woman"

G-eorge Winnston

DECEMBER
LP/CASS

GEORGE WINSTON

HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
- HARVARD SQ.* MIT
FEDERAL STREET.
- nCHILDREN"S MEDICAL CENTER
WITHIN MBSS. 1-80-343-5570
OUTSIDE MASS. 1 800-792-S170
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Eelgerton talks
on Stonehenge

"It's

a

bunch of big rocks,"
described the neoin northern EngII
land. "The reason they're still
I
there
is that they weigh fifty tons
1
apiece."
Stonehenge is a prehistoric
ruin in Wiltshire thought to have
I
been constructed between 1900
Iand 1700 B.C.

Iwas the way he
I
lithic
structure

1

I

"Howv

many of you have seen

water pictures at a depth of 2000
feet.
The angle of the sun and the
alignment of the rocks combine
to make the summer solstice on
June 21, a special day to view the
sunrise from Stonehenge. Since
the solstice occurred during the
stopover in England, Edgerton
decided to take advantage of the
opportunity
and visit Stonehee

"One? Just one?" he responded.
I"Good! I canetellyou practically

sedn

{Good! I can' tel you practicaln y

rocks of Stonehenge, because all
of the hotels in the area were

anything, can t I?" A4nd he did.
Doc first encountered StoneIhenge during World War II, when
Ithe-army wanted to use his strobe
Ilight for night reconnaissance.
The system was tested in Great
IBritain, and the only photographable
structure not classified
I
secret was Stonehenge.
He explained how the rocks
Istayed on top of each other,
"There's a bump on this piece,
Iand a hole in that one. Now, how
Ithat one is lifted over this, well,

booked.
Edgerton closed the show with
a home movie he and Bob took
at Stonehenge. The filrn consisted
mainly of fireworks, which illuminated the stones, with a special
guest appearance by a bobbie
who tried to chase them off the
property. The 'whole film was
shot at about a frame a second.
The Lecture Series Committee
sponsored the presentation,
which was part of the Edgerton
Lecture Series.

niengto

CLASS OF 1985
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
TO A
PRESENTATION
ON

RESEARCH ASSOCIATE OPPORTUNITIES
IN

CORPORATE STRATEGY CONSULTING
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25 1985
77 MASSACHUSETTs AVENUE
BUILDING 4

h

Room 149
7:00 8:00 PM
m

I

.-

America's future." The real question, he said, is "Are we in a position today to be able to guarantee we will be better off ten years
from now?"
Kerry, a decorated war hero
who was called a traitor by the
John Birch society for leading an
anti-Vietnam movement, compared Reagan's foreign policy in
Lebanon and Nicaragua to those
of the late 1960s. He called the
president guilty of acts of "international terrorism" and observed
that Reagan "has not learned his
lesson from Vietnam."
"Mondale and Ferraro are willing to admit that the Democratic
party has made mistakes in the
past, especially in not ferreting
out waste, fraud, and abuse, "
but this should not overly influence the electorate. Kerrv added.
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The Republicans are "making
selfishness fashionable," said Kerry. Reagan "wants the country to
believe that the election should be
the answer to one question: 'Are
you better off than you were four
years ago?' "
The voters should "look to

-

Does your car or light truck need brakes?

Gary Hart speaks
at iarvarrd raly (Continued from page 1)
comfortable speaking for John
Kerry.
Kerry is needed in the Senate,
said Hart, whether or not Mondale is elected. If Mondale wins,
he will need Kerry to "restore de.cency and fairness."
On the other hand, if Reagan
holds onto his lead, Massachusetts will need Kerry to express its
concerns on "the environment,
education, food stamps, Guaranteed Student Loans for young
people, an end to the arms race,
and politics based upon Democratic principles and ideas."
He labeled Ray Shamie as a
"Reagan rubber-stamp, who rubber-stamped an unfair tax cut, a
two hundred billion dollar deficit,
and rubber-stamped a runaway
dangerous arms race."
John Kerry also criticized the
president's campaign more than
he lauded Mondale and Ferraro's.
" Four people debated, and
three beat the president," he
said. Geraldine Ferraro "kicked a
little class into George Bush," he
commented.

II

BRAKE SYSTEM INSPECTION

I

FREE WITH COUPON

I

I 1

.

Pll all

;2.

wheel

inspect drums, brake shoes and cylinders
Iaa
PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

GUA~8~kls
RANTEEV~d~

3.
4.

0

s

Inspect disc pads. rotors and calipers

If any repairs are necessary we will give you j
written estimate. You decide If you want |
the repairs made.

D

Includes new front brake pads, nlew grease seals, wheel bearings repacked,

Dise:Braeke
Servieie

front rotors resurfaced, master cylinder and hydraulic system checked. Also
check rear brakes and road test car. For imported and U.S. cars with conventional rear-wheel drive. Prices will vary for front-wheel drive, depending on vehicle model.

$639

If seir-metalic

disc

pads are

B Y IWY~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
E S -EL.?~~~~~~~~~
I

v

required,
addS1 4

- nLILISa LZ ,

Ibe64

THE BRAKE SPECIALISTS
864-1 11
808 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA
WE WILL MlEET OR BEAT ANY WRITTEN ESTIMAVTE

BRAKE SHOES & PADS ARE GUARANTEED
FOR AS LONG AS YOU OWN YOUR CAR
Irk--~~~~e~Bg
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IDRUM BRAKE OVERHAUL
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1 Install New Linings 2 wheels
2 Precision Grind Drums
3 Ad4usall
brakes MaX
Road test car
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We will back flush your cooling system. Install up to 2 galions of antl-freeze. check all belts hoses, and clamps Addlflonal
elrtra
pa~~s 1 labor
cltonal parts & labor extra|
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Amrican

&

American &

$ 1 9 .0
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light trucks.
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Lube, Oil Change 8c Filter
|

Ilt

F lter
s luatsof
Up to 5 quarts of famous Sunoco brand 10,130 motor oil
10/40 Oil 5100 extra
Diesel oil cap and filter type may effect price
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Foreign Cars and

_MBIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATIONl
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COOLING SYSTEM FLUSH
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PARTS EXTRA IF NEEDED
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He and his son en~ded up
Heand
his
n
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Management Consultants

that's a slight engineering problem."
Edgerton showed slides he and
his son Bob had taken during an
impulse trip to Stonehenge en
route to France.
Why France? "There was this
young man from France who
wanted to take pictures of the
ocean," Edgerton explained, "a
young man with a big nose by the
name of Jackie Cousteau." This
young man invited Doc up to his
ship the Calypso to take under-

Stonehenge?" Edgerton asked. A
Isolitary arm rose amid the crowd.
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By Amitabh Lath
He is the inventor of the strobe
light and developer of high-speed
and underwater photography. He
is an MIT professor who graduated from the Institute way back
in 1927. Even a lecture hall bears
his name.
But when Professor Harold
"Doc"
Edgerton '27 spoke
Thursday evening, he became the
Entertainer to the 300 students
who came to see his lecture on
Stonehenge.
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$1 OFF

$10 OFF

Any Regular Price Record or Compact Disc

Any Reg1ular Price
Pair of Menl5s Dexter Shoes

Date

Dept.

Orig. Price

Item

Dept. Mgr
HARVARD
Coupon Valid 10/23 thru 10/27/84COOpERATIVE

SOCIETY

TH

Dept.

Date

I

,

--

|~~~~~~~~~

Any Pair of

Dept.
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2 010 OFF
Date

1

- -

.

Orig. Price

Dept. Mgr
HIARVARD
Coupon Valid 10/23 thru 10/27/84COOPERAEIV =
THt
SOCIETY

Wp

*E

Item

Bt5 OFF
Aragy Blanket or lKrups FHeater

Denim Jeans

Levi's

Item

Dept. Mgr
Coupon Valid 10/23 thru 10/27/84
TH

Orig. Price

Date

HARVARD
COOPERATIVE
SOCIETY

Dept. ~gr
HARVAR
Coupon Valid 10/23 lhru 10/27/84 COO68PERATlVE

Dept.
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Orig. Price
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OFF

Any Regular Price Skirt or Blouse
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15% ODFF
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Any Regular Price
Alarm Clock or GE Smell Appliance
Housewares Dept. only

Date

Dept.

Orig. Price

Item

Date

Dest. Mgr
HARVARD
Coupon Valid 10/23 thru 10/27/84 COOPERATIVE

Item

Orig. Price

Dept. Mgr

HARVAR D

Coupon YVlid 10/23 thru 10/27/84COOPERATIVE

SO0CIETIY
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Dept.

TH
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SOCIETY
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$3

l~~~~~~~~~~
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OFF

Any Regular Price
Men's Dress or Sport Shirt
Date

Dept.

Item

Evereaedy, Duracell or Ray-O-Vac Bcaferies
Buy one package, receive 2nd package of
same type and size FREE.

Orig. Price

IDate

Dept.
_

i

Dept. Mgr
HARVARD
Coupon Valid 10/23 thru 10127/84 COOP ERATIVE
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Coupons accepted at MIT Student Center only.
Coupons must be presented in person.
Sorry, no mail or phone orders.
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Football drops homeconing
to top-ranked Worcester St.
(Continuedfrom page 20)
came on an 18-yard pass to Ekberg, which he took away from a
Worcester defender.
The touchdown was the last
that MIT saw of the Lancers' end
zone. Fumble recoveries by Rice
and linebacker Mark Hanson '88
went for naught, as turnovers
and injuries began to take their
toll.
"By the end of the first half,"
said Engineer head coach Dwight
Smith, "we had lost an entire
side of our offensive line."
The injury to Broecker did not
keep him out of the second half,
but linebacker Eden Warner '85
fractured his finger and is out for
the rest of the season, and offen3
0

14
7

0
7

10
0

-

sive tackle John Einhorn G was
major lapses, allowing the 71sporting a sling after the game.
yard scoring run and a 59-yard
j
The Engineer defense, one' of - touchdown. pass in the fourth
the toughest against the rush in
quarter.
the league, saved the team from a
The loss drops the Engineers'
blowout. Rice, with his two fumrecord to' 3-2 overall and 2-2 ir19
ble recoveries, and defensive
conference play. The squad's next
Ibacks Shane Arnold, '88, and
game is Saturday, when the Engi t
John Dawley, '87, highlighted the
neers visit defending two-time na
defensive play.
tional club champion Bentley
The defense suffered only two
College.
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MOLECULON AT M.I.T.
MOLECULON WILL HOLD AN INFORMAL GROUP
MEETING ON MONDAY EVENING OCTOBER 29th
FROM 7:00 - 9:00 P.M. at M.I.T., BUILDING 4,
ROOM 145, TO DISCUSS CAREER OPPORTUNITI ES.
Moleculon consists of two related companies, Moleculon
Research Corp., a 23 year old Chemical R&D company,
and Moleculon BioTech inc., a 2 year old rapidly growing
public subsidiary. Both companies present varied technical exposure and scientific challenge. Moleculon is located right next to M.I.T., at 139 Main Street, Kendall
Square, Cambridge, MA 02142, 547-2353.
JOIN US FOR REGRESHMENTS AND DISCUSSION
OPEN TO ALL DEGREE LEVELS
If you can not attend the meeting, call us to set up an
appointment.

Cqttc> Cnn th 19-M-7

Passing-Worcester State, Mahoney 24-120-180. MIT, Broecker 25-9-3-70.
Receiving-Worcester State, Dean 4-104,

;*,,'"
:,.

-

Tech Photo by Robert Wir nters

Smith 4-20.

The MIT Football Cheerleading Club performs for the cro)wd

MIT, Corless 2-35, Curran 2-9.

at half-time of the homecoming'game Saturday.

Field hockey tramples Elms
(Continuedfrom page 20)
goal 8:15 into the second half.
Forward Martha Beverage '87
added an unassisted insurance
goal from the right side 11:26 later to make the final score 3-1.
Martin-Madden is pleased with
her team's performance and progress this year, despite its 3-5-1
record. "The season has been a
rebuilding year," she said. "We
lost many seniors and many players from last year."

The team's lastthome game of
the year is today at 3:30 pm
against Barrington in Steinbren-ner Stadium.

"Although we are a fairly inexperienced team, alot of hard
work and patience are starting to
pay off," Martin-Madden commented. "The team has started to
play together toward the end of
the season."
"The players are learning their
positions which should provide a
good base for the future," she
noted, adding that she is looking
forward to starting next year at a
higher level.

You may fly anything from the

it comes with a clear view of
a bright future.

* Arabic 0 Chinese * Danish * Dutch
O Farsi 0 French * German 0 Greek
* Italian 0 Japanese * Korean
O Norwegian 0 Polish 0 Portuguese
* Romanian 0 Spanish 0 Swedish
and others.
Into-English translations from Russian, East
European languages and many others also
available.
Foreign language typists also needed.
All this work can be done in your horne!
Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New England's largest
translation agency. located a block north of the
Central Sq. subway station.

Linguistic Systems, Inc.

116 Bishop Allen Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
-

·-

864-3900

I

_

Translations into your native language are
needed for industrial literature. You will be well
paid to prepare these translations on an
occasional basis Assignments are made
according to your are of technical knowledge.

For application and test
translation call Ms. Desormeax

-

latest jets to helicopters.

We are currently seeking translatorsfor:

is
valuable!

,

Whatever your window office, 7

This space donated by The Tech
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A window office like this is waiting for you as a pilot in the Navy.

In the city...
.PSC
or in the woods,
Help keep America
looking good!
Give a hoot! Don't pollute!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
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Available ForUpwardly
MIobile Young Executive.

lHelp Woodsyspread the word.

ability

--

BIOCHEMISTS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

Lyons 1-13. MIT, Adams 10-46, Curran 8-38.

Your
foreign
language

----

L

CHEMISTS

Individual Leaders

-

--

27
14

Worcester-FG Rockwood 35
MIT-Broecker, 7 run (Gasparini kick)
Worcester-Smith, 71 run (Rockwood kick)
Worcester-Dean, 18 pass from Mahoney
(Rockwood kick)
MIT-Corless, 18 pass from Broecker
(Gasparini kick)
Worcester-FG Rockwood 26
Worcester-Dean, 59 pass from Mahoney
(Rockwood kick)
Attendance- 500
Worc.
MIT
First downs
14
· 15
Rushes-yards
36-117
52-160
Passing yards
180
70
Return yards
107
37
Passes
25-12-1
26-9-3
Punts
3-91
7-231
Fumbles-lost
4-4
3-1
Penalties-yards
5-45
9-103
RIhi.nnVr,,rr-
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USE FIRE CAREFULLY
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Worcester, 2 7-14
Lancers
MIT

The Tech
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As a Navy officer, you get
leadership and management
responsibility fast. As a Navy
pilot, you get all the flight
training, navigation and
aerodynamics know-how you .
\'
need to make that responsibility pay off.
It's a big challenge with big rewards. First of all, you're a Navy pilot.
And after only four years you'll be earning over 530,000. Plus there is
an outstanding benefits package: 30 days' paid vacation earned each
year, low-cost life insurance, and many tax-free allowances.
To qualify, you must have a BS or a BA, be 27 or younger, pass
aptitude and physical exams, qualify for security clearance and be
willing to relocate. U.S. citizenship is required.
To apply for one of our window offices, call: LCDR Jack Halloran,
470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA 02210, (617) 223-5434.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
--

--

--
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Lightweights win in Head of the Charles
By Diana ben-Aaron
A crew of MIT graduates won
the men's lightweight fours race
in the twentieth annual Head of
the Charles regatta Sunday,
breaking the old course record in
the event by 35 seconds.
Mark Schaefer '83, Sy Danberg '77, Peter Kermit, and Russ
,,' ~
~,.
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Murphy '82 rowed to victory in
16 minutes, 27.4 seconds, defeating St. Catherine's (Ont.) Rowing
Club, which completed the
course in 16:53.6. Charlie Griffith
coxed the winning crew.
"We had a pretty good idea we
were going to win," said coach
Frank Neczypor. All four rowers
were on the US team this summer
Tech Photo by Bill Flowers at the world championships, he
The MIT women's championship eight pulls in to the finish of the Head of the Charles said, and they also won the Head
course Sunday. The crew finished 18th, with a time of 18:30.3, two minutes behind win- of the Merrimac, Head of the
Textile (Lowell), and Head of the
ning South Niagara Rowing Club.
Connecticut.
"Our next race is the Head of
the
Schuylkill and we expect to
_
win
that," Neczypor commented.
By Janice Marchiafava
Broecker with 11:39 left in the when he intercepted a halfback
Mathematics
professor Hartley
The football club lost its sec- quarter to put the Engineers
option pass with about a minute
Rogers placed fifth in the men's
ond game in a row Saturday, fall- ahead, 7-3.
left in the, half, but once again
veteran singles event (for rowers
ing 27-14 to the Worcester State
The Lancers' John Smith end- the offense was unable to reach
over 50) with a time of 23:4.1.
Lancers in the annual homecom- ed MIT's only lead of the game the end zone.
Rogers, 58, was 1 minute 40 secing contest.
less than a minute later with a
The Engineers came back
onds behind first place finisher D.
Strong play by the MIT de- 71-yard touchdown run.
seemingly revitalized in the secChallinor, 64. of the Potomac
fense was again offset by the inThe remainder of the half was
ond half, scoring a touchdown on
Boat Club.
ability of the offense to execute characterized by frequent
their first possession. The score
MIT women's crews placed
consistently.
changes of possesssion, with mis(Please turn to page 19)
tenth
in two events. Jeri Ikeda
The Engineers were plagued by takes by both teams. An inter*
' '
* 4mistakes from the outset. A fum- ception. of a Broecker pass inble, a dropped pass, and another tended for Hugh Ekberg '88
incomplete pass combined to ef- resulted in another Worcester
fectively kill the first MIT drive. State touchdown with four minThe second drive was more of utes remaining in the half.
the same, as quarterback Dave
MIT defensive end Chris MorBroecker G was sacked twice for eno '88 neutralized a second
a- loss of 16 yards.
Worcester interception when he
Rich Rice '87 alertly fell on a recovered a Lancer fumble. The
fumble - one of five turnovers opportunity was wasted, howevforced by the Engineer defense er, as the Engineers moved back- to set up a scoring opportuni- ward on a 23-yard penalty and an
ty in the second quarter. This incomplete pass.
time the team was able to capitalMIT also lost the services of its
ize.
quarterback for the remainder of
Twice on the way to the end the half, as Broecker suffered a
zone, MIT made tough fourth- partially separated shoulder when
down conversions to keep the he was hit during a scramble.
drive going. The touchdown
Linebacker Nick Nowak '85
cane on an eight-yard run by contributed another turnover

Football loses homecom ins

X-country , wins 2
By Robert Zak
The men's cross country team
put the finishing touch on its unbeaten regular-season record, defeating Williams and Tufts in a
meet at Franklin Park Saturday.
The MIT harriers ran aggressively against the Bears from Williams and the Tufts Jumbos, despite the unseasonably warm
weather. The heat took its toll;
two runners from Williams were
unable to complete the five-mile
course.
The meet came down to a twoway competition between MIT
and Williams, as the Jumbos
were unable to keep up with the
other schools.
The final score was MIT 23,
Williams 38, and Tufts 78. The
win gave MIT its revenge over the
Bears. The roles were reversed in
the same event last year, with
Williams edging MIT, 25-30.
Although the top runners for
the Engineers changed places
many times during the race, the
Engineers set the general form of
the duel with Williams by the end
of the first mile - two runners
for the Bears engulfed by the
pack from MIT.
Bill Bruno '85 could not catch
the Bears' lead runner at the end
of the rolling finishing stretch,
and placed second overall with a
time of 26:42. Bill Mallet '86
sped by Williams' number two
runner to finish third.
Eugene Tung '88, Rod Hinman
'88, and Anton Briefer '88

crossed the line ahead of Williams' third finisher to place fifth,
sixth and seventh, respectively, to
cap off the victory surge.
The Engineers will have a
break from competition next
weekend in preparation for the
New England Championships the
following Saturday. Following
that meet, the top seven runners
will race to qualify the Engineers
for the Regional Division III
Championships in November.

'87 (cox), Linda Muri '85
(stroke), Liz Erskine '87, Maureen Sybertz '85, and Nancy Walworth '85 completed the course
in 19:24.1. The victors, Boston
Rowing Club, had a time of
17:50.1.
Three novices and two varsity
finished tenth in the youth championship fours event. Sheila Eglowstein '88 (cox), Martha Gray
'88, Tina Cortesi '87, Libby
Schnieders '88, and Shir Filler
'88 raced to the finish in 21:40,
two minutes and eight seconds
behind winning Mendota Rowing
Club.
Nationally-ranked oarswoman
Elizabeth Bradley G passed several rowers in the women's championship singles races, but was
ranked thirty-ninth of forty. In
"Head" races, rowers are started
individually in single file, and the
times for each are clocked and
compared at the finish; thus, if
one rower passes another and
stays ahead, the first must have
been going faster than the second
and should place higher in the final standings.
"That ranking was wrong, but
the judges' decision was final.
We'll never know how well she
did," women's varsity coach
Mayrene Earle observed.
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Tech Photo by Robert Winters

MIT quarterback Dave Broecker G hurls a pass downfield during Saturday's homecoming
game against Worcester State in Steinbrenner Stadiurn.

Field hockey tops Elms, 3-1
By Victor J. Diniak
The women's field hockey overcame what third year head coach
Mary Ellen Martin-Madden
called a "flat" start and defeated
visiting Elms College Thursday
afternoon, 3-1, in Steinbrenner
Stadium.

The game started slowly with
what one experienced observer
called "sloppy play" by both
sides.
The Engineers' effort was highlighted by strong defensive play,
especially by half-back co-captain
Julie Chen '86. The defense gave

Tech Photo by Frank Modica

The women's field hockey team chases the ball down the field in their game against Elms
College last Thursday in Steinbrenner Stadium.

co-captain goalie Stacy Thompson '86 a relatively easy first half,
stopping 13 out of 14 shots before they reached her net.
Elms broke open the scoring
with 7:41 left in the first half,
when the visitors' offense caught
MIT off guard, firing a shot from
the right hand side of the field to
go up 1-0.
The Engineers did not take
thegoal lying down. Twenty seconds later forward Julianne Zimmerman '88 capped off an MIT
drive down the middle of the field
with a shot from the left to put
the hosts on the scoreboard. The
half ended with the score tied at
one.
Martin-Madden was disappointed with her team's first half
play. "We were not aggressive on
the ball and were not effective,"
she said.
"In the second half we started
playing aggressive and controlled
the game," she added.
The Engineers indeed controlled the second half, keeping
the ball in Elms's end most of the
time. MIT outshot Elms 19-4,
holding the visitors scoreless for
35 minutes, while adding two
goals of its own.
Forward Irene Gregory '88
gave the Engineers the go-ahead
(Please turn to page 19)

